Using a smartphone to produce .pdf documents.

iOS - Scannable by Evernote

Android - Drive (Google)

(requires Google Drive app, Google Classroom
app to turn in homework)

(requires Google Classroom app to turn in
homework)

Set each page on a background that’s a
different colour than your paper.
Allow access to camera

Set each page on a background that’s a
different colour than your paper.
Open the app and tap the “+”.
(if using the widget, skip this step)
Tap the camera icon.
Turn on the flash (lightning icon) if
necessary.
Tap the blue circle to take a picture.
Tap the “+” icon to add more pages.
Tap the circular arrow icon to redo.

Let the app find and take a photo of each page.
Tap the checkmark when all pages are done.
Tap “scannable document”.
Change the filename. (e.g. 4.1 Matthew)
Next to “scannable document” it should say
“.pdf” (if there’s a picture icon instead, tap it.)
Make sure each page is cropped and easy to
read.
You can tap each page to crop/rotate/restore
the colours.
Make sure all the pages are legible, cropped
correctly, in the right order and selected
(checked)
Tap “Send”
Tap “Share”
Look at the top row of apps for the Google
Classroom app. If it’s not there, tap “More” and
turn on the Google Classroom slider.
Tap “done”.
You should now be able to select the Google
Classroom App and submit the assignment.

If the direct to Classroom method doesn’t work,
the following workaround should.
Go to the “Share” option.
Look at the top row of apps for the Google
Drive app. If it’s not there, tap “More” and turn
on the Google Drive slider.

When all pages are scanned, crop them
using the crop icon (if necessary).
Tap the palette icon to turn off color
enhancement. (You can do this permanently
under settings).
When all pages are cropped and looking
good, tap the checkmark.
Tap the filename to type a new one.
Make sure the account is your school
account and the folder is the correct one.
Click save.

Open the Google Classroom app.
Find the assignment you want to submit.
Under “Your Work” tap “+ Add
attachment”.
Tap the “Drive” icon.
Choose the appropriate file.
Turn in your homework.

Tap “done”.
Tap “Google Drive” (icon)
Save to “My Drive” (or somewhere else if you
prefer).
Open the Google Classroom app.
Find the assignment you want to submit.
Under “Your Work” tap “+ Add attachment”.
Tap the “Drive” icon.
Choose the appropriate file.
Turn in your homework.

